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■ Abstract We review the physiological, molecular, and neural mechanisms of
insect color vision. Phylogenetic and molecular analyses reveal that the basicbauplan,
UV-blue-green-trichromacy, appears to date back to the Devonian ancestor of all ptery-
gote insects. There are variations on this theme, however. These concern the number
of color receptor types, their differential expression across the retina, and their fine
tuning along the wavelength scale. In a few cases (but not in many others), these
differences can be linked to visual ecology. Other insects have virtually identical sets
of color receptors despite strong differences in lifestyle. Instead of the adaptionism
that has dominated visual ecology in the past, we propose that chance evolutionary
processes, history, and constraints should be considered. In addition to phylogenetic
analyses designed to explore these factors, we suggest quantifying variance between
individuals and populations and using fitness measurements to test the adaptive value
of traits identified in insect color vision systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Studying the evolutionary ecology of insect color vision should be rewarding
for two main reasons. The first is realization of the enormous diversity of visual
conditions in which insects operate—for example, some fly at night, and others
live in muddy freshwater—and of the habitats they have colonized, from glaciers
and deserts to dense tropical forests to caves. Insects of a single genus,Bombus
(the bumble bees), are found anywhere from Greenland to the Amazon Basin and
from sea level to altitudes of≤5800 m in the Himalayas (163). These habitats have
not only differences in light intensity of several log units but also differences in
the spectral composition of ambient light and in the color signals relevant for each
species (34, 56, 100).

The second reason that studying the evolutionary ecology of insect color vision
should be rewarding is that color receptors across species seem highly diverse, so
they offer great potential for evolutionary adaptation. The number of different
spectral receptor types found in one insect species can be as high as six, as in
some flies (69) and as low as one if only particular eye regions are considered, as
in the frontal eye of the owlflyAscalaphus macaronius(63). The spectral range
covered by these photoreceptors differs widely between species. The wavelength
range to which the frontal eye ofA. macaroniusis sensitive is comparatively
narrow [from 300 to 480 (63)], whereas the four, five, or even six different spectral
receptor types present in some species of butterflies, dragonflies, and Hymenoptera
(4, 20, 76, 104, 124, 126, 166) cover visual ranges that rank among the broadest ever
described in animals (from<300 to>700 nm). In a single insect species, different
parts of the eyes are often equipped with receptors of different spectral sensitivity
(144), and sexual dimorphisms are not uncommon (16). Moreover, the shape of
the spectral sensitivity functions and their maximum sensitivity values can differ
between species (45, 69, 126).

Despite all of the variability, there appear to be conservative patterns in wave-
length positioning of arthropod photoreceptors. It is surprising that animals occu-
pying entirely different ecological niches, such as the beach isopodLigia exotica
(70), the nocturnal hawk mothManduca sexta(161), the freshwater bugNotonecta
glauca(24), and flower-visiting Hymenoptera (34), possess very similar sets of
UV, blue, and green receptors, as do the larval ocelli of some Lepidoptera (80).
The evolution of insect color vision cannot be understood without understanding
the history of the insects. Our review thus considers adaptation primarily in the
context of phylogeny and molecular biology. Other approaches to the study of
evolutionary adaptation, such as population studies and biogeography, selection
experiments, and fitness tests, are in their infancy (36).

VISUAL PIGMENTS AND THEIR SPECTRAL SENSITIVITY

A visual pigment is composed of a light-sensitive retinal-based chromophore and
an opsin protein. Opsins are members of the G-protein-coupled receptor fam-
ily and contain seven transmembrane (TM) domains. The helical TM domains
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of an opsin form a binding pocket within which the chromophore sits. In this
environment, specific amino acid side groups interact to shift the sensitivity of
the short-wavelength (377- to 400 nm)-absorbing chromophore (141) to longer
wavelengths of light. Both the amino acid sequence of the opsin protein and the
chromophore affect the maximum absorption (λmax) of the visual pigment. In the
absence of filtering effects of other photoreceptor cells and screening pigments (re-
viewed below), theλmax value of the visual pigment should approximately match
the peak sensitivity of the photoreceptor cell expressing that pigment.

Long-wavelength visual pigment absorption spectra are composed of two peaks,
a largerα peak and a smallerβ peak near the UV wavelength, caused by thecis
band of the chromophore. As the visual pigment peak wavelength (λmax) value is
blue shifted, theβ peak gradually disappears under the largerα peak. Equations
have been derived that describe the transformation of these curves, and given the
λmax value of a visual pigment alone, these equations can be used to generate the
absorption spectrum curve (145). Different chromophores have different templates,
and the existence of such templates allows the calculation of spectra from partial
data and the possibility of testing whether a particular kind of chromophore is
being used by the animal under study (e.g. 98).

Most insects use only one, or at most, two chromophores, either 11-cis retinal
(A1) or the (3R) and (3S)-enantiomers of 11-cis3-hydroxyretinal (A3) (141). The
λmax value of all-transA1 without an opsin (383 nm) is similar to theλmax of all-
transA3 (379 nm) (141). Reconstituted with bovine opsin, however, the difference
in λmaxbetween reconstituted A1 and A3 varies from 6 to 12 nm, depending on the
experimental conditions (60). With one or two chromophores in a single individual,
paired with different combinations of opsins, insects generate up to six spectral
classes of photoreceptors and several classes of ommatidia that are composed of
different subsets of these spectrally-distinct photoreceptor cells (85).

The earliest chromophore in insects appears to have been A1, with some
insects acquiring the ability to use A3 near the end of the Cretaceous period
(141). Nine insect orders (Plecoptera, Hemiptera, Neuroptera, Coleoptera, Hy-
menoptera, Mecoptera, Diptera, Trichoptera, and Lepidoptera) contain a majority
of the species that use either A1 or A3, as well a few species that use both (see
Figure 1). All other insect orders use only A1 (62, 141). Because A1 and A3 differ
slightly in λmax when reconstituted with the same opsin, it is possible to achieve
spectral tuning by varying the chromophore. Indeed, this may be a strategy that
is widely used by the order Odonata, in which 44 of 46 species use both A1 and
A3 as chromophores. The relatively small amount of variability of chromophores
within other insect orders, however, indicates that this is unlikely to be the primary
strategy (141).

Why do insects vary their chromophores at all? Seki & Vogt (141) consider the
answer to lie in the biosynthetic precursors of A1 and A3, which are carotene and
xanthophylls obtained from plants. Xanthophylls (precursors to A3) are derived
from carotene (precursor to A1) in a process that requires molecular oxygen.
The large increase in atmospheric oxygen during the Carboniferous period may
have increased the reaction rate of xanthophyll synthesis and hence increased the
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Figure 1 Spectral sensitivity of Insecta and chromophores, superimposed on their phy-
logeny. Values of maximum sensitivity are shown for each receptor type in each species
(for references, see Table 1). Receptor types: circles, UV; squares, blue; solid triangles,
green; open triangles, red. Chromophores: 1, 11-cisretinal; 3, 11-cis3-hydroxyretinal. For
details on phylogeny, see reference 19; for details on chromophores, see references 62 and
141.
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availability of this precursor to insects. Therefore, shifts in the distribution of
the biosynthetic precursors to A1 and A3 in plants during the Cretaceous may
be one possible explanation for the present-day distribution of A1-and A3-based
chromophores within the eyes of insects.

The spatial arrangements of visual pigments, chromophores, screening pig-
ments, and photoreceptor cells in the insect eye also modify spectral sensitivity
curves of photoreceptor cells. The structural units of the insect compound eye, the
ommatidia, are composed of 8–9 photoreceptor cells that are organized in different
ways. Ommatidia are classified according to the structure of their rhabdoms, the
photoreceptor cell protrusions that consist of visual pigment-bearing microvillus
membranes. Whether rhabdoms are open, fused, or tiered has consequences for
the shapes of the photoreceptor cells’ spectral sensitivity curves. The rhabdoms
of flies are partially open and partially tiered, where the R1–R6 cells each have
their own rhabdomere that sees its individual portion of the visual field and the
rhabdom of the R7 cell is positioned directly above the R8 (69). Other insects with
open rhabdoms are Dermaptera [earwigs (75)], aquatic Hemiptera (26, 99), and
some Coleoptera (75).

In fused rhabdoms, rhabdomeres which bear spectrally different photopigments
act as lateral filters for one another. This has the effect of keeping spectral sensitiv-
ity curves to shapes similar to that of the visual pigment absorption spectrum (143).
In the absence of filtering effects (such as in open rhabdoms), the spectral sensitivity
curve is broader than the visual pigment absorption spectrum. In tiered rhabdoms,
distal photoreceptor cells filter the light that reaches more proximal photoreceptor
cells, and the photoreceptor cells’ spectral sensitivity curve is again narrowed.
Most insects have combinations of fused and tiered rhabdoms [e.g. dragonflies,
butterflies, bees, beetles, lacewings, and collembolans (58, 68, 104, 125, 167)].

An example of these effects is illustrated by the fly, in which a blue photostable
pigment [a mixture of lutein and zeaxanthin carotenoids with a three-pronged spec-
trum (69)] in the R7y photoreceptor cell influences the spectral characteristics of
the proximal R8 cell (84). In addition to the blue photostable pigment in the recep-
tor cell, a UV-sensitizing pigment, 3-hydroxyretinol—the alcohol form of the A3
chromophore, is also present. This sensitizing pigment absorbs UV light and then
transfers the energy of excitation to the visual pigment (which has aλmaxof 430 nm).
As a consequence of the spectral properties of the blue photostable pigment,
the UV-sensitizing pigment, and the visual pigment, the spectral sensitivity curves
of these cells are unlike the more typical bee spectral sensitivity curves (Figure 2).

Besides the visual pigments, screening pigments also vary in absorption spectra
and in their spatial distribution in the retina. In contrast to the sensitizing pigment
of flies, which is thought to be attached to the opsin via hydrogen bonds (69)
in the rhabdomere, screening pigments can be found surrounding the rhabdoms
(5). To date, there is no systematic study of the distribution of screening pig-
ments (their spectral properties or chemical composition) across insects. This de-
serves further attention because of increasing evidence that screening pigments and
visual pigments can be coordinately modified to enhance different areas of visual
performance [i.e. sensitivity vs contrast enhancement (see below)].
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The retina of the butterflyPapilio xuthusprovides us with an example of how
screening pigments and visual pigments may be coordinately expressed to produce
modified photoreceptor cell spectral sensitivities. Arikawa & Stavenga (5) found
different classes of ommatidia distinguished by either yellow or red screening
pigments arranged in granules around the rhabdoms in the R3–8 photoreceptor
cells. The red pigment is found in threefold as many ommatidia as the yellow, with
each class of ommatidium containing spectrally distinct classes of photoreceptor
cells. Because the screening pigments selectively absorb short wavelengths, the
resulting spectral sensitivities of the photoreceptor cells are slightly red shifted
relative to the estimatedλmaxvalues of the visual pigments contained within those
cells. The red screening pigment is colocalized to ommatidia with red receptors
(λmax, 600 nm) containing a visual pigment withλmax = 575 nm, whereas the
yellow screening pigment is colocalized to ommatidia with a green receptor (λmax,
520 nm) and a visual pigment with a peak absorption at 515 nm.

Spectral tuning of visual pigments has been shown to occur through several
mechanisms (for a review, see 134). In vertebrate opsins in which a site-directed
mutagenesis approach has been applied, almost all of the variation (10–30 nm) in
middle- to long-wavelength cone pigment absorption spectra has been accounted
for by a mere five to seven specific amino acid substitutions in the chromophore
binding pocket of the opsin (6, 110, 149). Vertebrate and insect visual pigments,
although structurally and functionally similar, differ in a number of ways. Spectral
tuning of vertebrate pigments apparently involves a different subset of amino acid
sites than invertebrate pigments (see 20). Owing to the difficulty of heterologously
expressing invertebrate pigments (57), much less progress has been made in deter-
mining the amino acid sites responsible for spectral tuning of invertebrate pigments.

Britt et al (21) created chimeric opsins by substituting single or multiple TM
domains ofDrosophila melanogasterRh2 opsin into aD. melanogasterRh1
opsin sequence. These chimeric genes were introduced into a mutantDrosophila
strain whose nativeRh1gene contained a deletion. The expression of the chimeric
opsins restored normal spectral sensitivity function to the mutant flies. No single
TM domain was found to be responsible for the 60-nm difference between Rh1
(480 nm) and Rh2 (420 nm). Exchange of a single Rh1 TM domain for the corre-
sponding Rh2 domain resulted in a 4- to 10-nm blue shift in spectral sensitivity

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Figure 2 Spectral sensitivity of photoreceptor cells in the flyMusca(69) and the honey beeApis
mellifera(126). In flies, the R1–6 cells form an unusual dual-peaked (UV and green) class, due to
the presence of an UV-absorbing sensitizing pigment and a blue-sensitive visual pigment. R7 cells
exist in two UV-sensitive classes, p and y. The R7y cell has an especially unusual sensitivity caused
by the interaction between a blue absorbing photostable pigment, a UV-sensitizing pigment, and
a violet-absorbing opsin. R8 cells fall into another pair of classes, blue (R8p) and green-sensitive
(R8y) that are paired with the R7p and R7y cells, respectively. The sensitivity of the R8y cell is
explained by taking into account the filtering effects of the overlying R7y cell and a green-sensitive
visual pigment. The UV-, blue-, and green-sensitive photoreceptors of the genusApishave spectral
sensitivity curves typical of many insects.
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for most domains except TM4, in which this exchange resulted in an 11-nm red
shift. Replacement of almost all TM domains (TM2–7) was required to convert
an Rh1 opsin into an Rh2-like opsin (436 nm).

Unlike the 3 to 5 amino acid residues responsible for tuning the vertebrate red
and green cone pigments, theDrosophilaRh1 and Rh2 TM domains do not interact
in an additive fashion. For example, replacement of only Rh1 TM6 (with an Rh2
TM6) results in a 12-nm blue shift, and replacement of Rh1 TM7 alone results in a
4-nm blue shift. However, replacement of both Rh1 TM6 and TM7 simultaneously
results in a 20-nm red shift! Two mechanisms were proposed by Britt et al to account
for spectral tuning of theDrosophilavisual pigments, one involved in large-scale
spectral tuning and the other involved in fine-scale tuning, as exemplified by the
human red and green cone pigments. While fine tuning is apparently nearly additive
in effect (79, 169), coarse tuning occurs in a combinatorial manner, involves many
more TM domains, and occurs over a larger evolutionary time scale.

Several studies have used the comparative method to identify potential amino
acid substitutions that affect spectral tuning (29, 44, 168). This approach makes
use of a phylogeny upon which amino acid substitutions correlated with shifts in
λmax can be mapped. Amino acids potentially involved in wavelength regulation
have been identified in freshwater crayfish by this method (44). The contributions
of these sites to spectral tuning can then be tested by mutagenesis, heterologous
expression, and physiological characterization.

DIVERSITY OF VISUAL PIGMENTS, PHYLOGENY,
AND ADAPTATION

How plastic is color vision within the insects, and how is variability distributed
across their phylogeny? To answer, we started by surveying representatives of
different insect orders (Figure 1). These data stem from several different stud-
ies with different methods, some of which are noisy and imprecise extracellular
recordings. Nevertheless, some trends are apparent. Most insects studied have
green receptors maximally sensitive at∼530 nm. In most species, UV recep-
tors (λmax∼ 350 nm) were also found. There is not a single species in which
UV receptors were confirmed absent. For example, in several firefly species in
which only green receptors were recorded, the authors themselves concluded that
UV and blue receptors exist but were not found (45). Most species also possess
blue receptors (λmax∼ 440 nm), but there are a few cases of confirmed UV-green
dichromats (i.e. species in which blue receptors were not found despite inten-
sive search): the owlflyA. macaronius, the cockroachPeriplaneta americana,
and some species of ants (see Figures 1 and 3). These species differ widely in
lifestyle (A. macarioniusis a diurnal predator,P. americanais a nocturnal scav-
enger, and of the two formicine ants, one lives in the desert, and the other lives in
temperate forests), so there is likely no common adaptive cause for the loss of one
receptor type. Red receptors (λmax> 565 nm) appear several times independently
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in the Odonata, the Hymenoptera, the Lepidoptera, and the Coleoptera (Figure 1;
Table 1 and references therein). In fact, the Coleoptera contain the insect with the
largestλmaxvalue ever recorded, a Glaphyrid beetle (Amphicomasp.) withλmax=
630 nm (J Schorn & R Menzel, personal communication). This is intriguing be-
cause these scarabaeid beetles (Glaphyridae) prefer to obtain their pollen diet from
red, UV-light-absorbing flowers (46). From the data in Figure 1, we conclude that
the Devonian ancestor of all pterygote insects likely possessed UV, blue, and green
receptors, an interpretation that is supported by molecular biology (see below).

Despite considerable similarities between the receptor sets of different insects,
there are also differences that cannot be attributed to measurement error. In one
study of the visual pigment absorption spectra, photoreceptor cell spectral sen-
sitivities, and filtering pigment absorption spectra of fireflies, Cronin et al (45)
found a remarkable match between the spectral sensitivities of a long-wavelength
photoreceptor in the two species of twilight-active firefliesPhotinus pyralisand
Photinus scintillansand their bioluminescence emission. This match is produced
by the interaction between a long-wavelength visual pigment (which varies by∼10
nm between species) and a pink filtering pigment (the same in both), which acts as
a long-pass filter (absorbing short-wavelength light). The resulting photoreceptor
spectral sensitivity curve is narrow and nearly identical in shape to the fireflies’
emission spectra, which results in a receptor tuned for maximum discrimination
of conspecific signals from spectrally broader backgrounds. By contrast, the vi-
sual system of the night-activePhoturis versicoloruses a yellow filtering pigment
and a visual pigment (λmax = 545 nm), which results in a visual system that
outperforms the twilight-active species in capturing bioluminescent signals (over-
all sensitivity), but is predicted to be worse at discriminating conspecific signals
from background light. Their study illustrates how altering the visual pigmentλmax
values or the absorption spectra of the filtering pigments can produce eyes that
are either more sensitive (have higher photon capture) or better at discriminating
conspecific signals from background light (contrast enhancement).

Unfortunately, this is the only convincing study of adaptive tuning of photore-
ceptors in insects and it does not involve color vision. Matching of single visual
pigments to the illuminant has been well documented in fish (100). Insects do
not inhabit the ocean, and so most species live under conditions which are not
characterized by a combination of low light intensity and limited spectral range of
available light. Many insects are nocturnal or crepuscular. Twilight is blue-shifted
relative to daylight and may also contain a relatively strong red component (56),
but night light is not substantially different from daylight in spectral terms (100).
We now turn to two insect orders in which several species have been studied with
comparable methods, the Hymenoptera and the Lepidoptera. The Hymenoptera
are interesting because the data for most species are from a single study (126)
and because the study species come from a wide variety of habitats, with very
different lifestyles and feeding habits (Figure 3). Nevertheless, there is surpris-
ingly little variation in spectral sensitivity. All species, with the exception of ants,
possess UV, blue, and green receptors. The few species for which data on UV
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Figure 3 Spectral sensitivity of Hymenoptera, superimposed on their phylogeny, and ecologi-
cal specializations for which vision is important. Values of maximum sensitivity are shown for
each known receptor type in each species (for references, see Table 1). Light habitat or type of
activity: A, alpine; D, desert; N, nocturnal activity (in addition to diurnal, which is primary in all
these species); TF, tropical forest; TL, temperate lowland. Feeding specializations: GFV, gener-
alist flower visitor; SFV, specialist flower visitor; GCF, generalist carbohydrate forager (flowers,
fruits, tree sap, and honeydew); GP, generalist predator; SP, specialist predator; CB, cleptobiotic
(Lestrimelitta limaeobtain its food exclusively by robbing nests of other bees); S, scavenger; PP,
phytoparasitism; ZP, zooparasitism (in the latter species, the larvae are parasitic, but the imagi-
nae need to identify appropriate hosts). References for phylogeny include 28, 52, 53, 112, 130,
and 138; references for ecological data include 32, 48, 51, 66, 73, 113, 132, 156, 159, 164,
and 165.
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Figure 3 (Continued)

and blue receptors are absent, for example, in the Symphyta and Ichneumonidae,
presumably represent cases in which the cells exist but were not found. Some
species possess additional red receptors, but it is difficult to link their occurrence
with ecology. Red receptors were found in three species of Symphyta (thus red
receptors were probably present in the ancestor of these species) and one andrenid
bee. Even within the obligatorily phytoparasitic Symphyta, there are differences
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in lifestyle; whereasTenthredospp. oviposits on leaves,Xiphydria camelusis a
wood-boring wasp.Callonychium petuniaeis a solitary bee that appears to visit
purplePetuniaflowers exclusively (165). Another hymenopteran for which red
receptors have been suggested by means of behavioral tests [although unconfirmed
by electrophysiological work; (90)] is a desert ant,Cataglyphis bicolor(87). It is
hard to identify a common selective pressure that might have driven the evolution
of red receptors in these species.

The remaining UV-blue-green trichromats include several generalist flower
visitors (such as honey bees, stingless bees, and bumble bees) but also a few
which specialize on a narrow range of flowers (Callonychium petuniae, Andrena
florea, Lasioglossumspp.,Colletes fulgidus), as well as generalist (Vespa crabro)
and specialist (Philanthus triangulum) predators. They include ground-nesting
species (e.g. most bumble bees) as well species that nest in trees (Apis mellifera)
and termite nests (Partamona helleri) or have open nests (Polistes dominulus).
All species are primarily diurnal, but some are known to forage at night [Apis
mellifera (156) andVespa crabro(163)]. Some species are obligatorily alpine
(e.g.Bombus monticola) and so forage in very UV-rich environments, whereas
some of the stingless bees may do much of their foraging in dense tropical forests
which are relatively poor in the UV range (56). Peitsch et al (126) suggested that
the only case of adaptive tuning in the Hymenoptera is a long-wavelength shift in
the UV receptor of forest-dwelling stingless bees. An inspection of theλmax val-
ues superimposed on the hymenopteran phylogeny does not reveal strong support
for this hypothesis, however. The UV receptors of all stingless bee species fall
well within the scatter of other apid bees. In conclusion, despite a wide variety
of visual-ecological conditions under which the Hymenoptera live, we find little
difference in color receptors between most species and, in the few cases in which
we do find differences, an adaptive explanation (if any) has yet to be found.

Turning to the Lepidoptera, a similar overall pattern is revealed. Most species
appear to possess UV, blue, and green receptors with limited variability in wave-
length positioning (Figure 4). There is one intriguing difference in comparison
with the Hymenoptera. Whereas only a few species of bees and wasps have
red receptors, such receptors are much more common in the Lepidoptera. We
used MacClade software to estimate the number of times red receptors (λmax>

565 nm) have evolved in Lepidoptera. We included only taxa measured by intracel-
lular recordings, microspectrophotometry, or intracellular optical physiology. We
mapped these onto a species phylogeny derived from independent morphological
and molecular characters (Figure 5). We caution that this estimate is subject to
many potential sources of error, including the robustness of the phylogeny, the
physiological data, and the number and distribution of taxa sampled. We note that
moths, the most speciose group of the Lepidoptera, are relatively underrepresented
in this analysis and that future surveys may reveal additional instances of red recep-
tors. All families of butterflies (excluding skippers) are represented, however.
From the available data, we conclude that there is evidence that red receptors
evolved at least four times within Lepidoptera: once, in the noctuid moth lineage
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Figure 4 Spectral sensitivity of Lepidoptera, superimposed on their phylogeny. Values of
maximum sensitivity are shown for each known receptor type in each species (for references,
see Table 1). References for phylogeny include 1, 22, 23, 49, 55, 88, 89, 114, 129, 158.
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Figure 5 Distribution of red receptors (λmax> 565 nm) in Lepidoptera, superimposed on their
phylogeny, and ecological specializations for which vision is important. Black, branches along
which red receptors are hypothesized to have existed based on present-day distributions and
parsimony criteria. Light habitat: A, alpine; C, crepuscular activity; D, desert; N nocturnal activity
(all butterflies and some moths are diurnal); TF, tropical forest; TL, temperate lowland. Feeding
specializations: GFV, generalist flower visitor; SFV, specialist flower visitor; GCF, generalist
carbohydrate forager; (tree sap, rotting fruit, honeydew, and dung; SP, specialist predator). For
references for phylogeny, see Figure 4 legend. References for ecological data include 42, 43, 131,
140. See also: http://www.npwrc.usgs.gov/resource/distr/lepid/bflyusa/bflyusa.htm.

(a paraphyletic group), once at the base of the butterflies (where there was a major
shift toward a diurnal lifestyle), and twice within the Nymphalidae.

We collected behavioral and ecological data on the light habitat and feeding
specializations of the lepidopterans included in this analysis to look for possible
correlations with the observed pattern of red receptors. The first observation is
that a diurnal lifestyle does not seem to be a requirement for having a red re-
ceptor. The diurnally active flower-feeding sphingid mothM. stellatarum, for
instance, lacks red receptors, while the nocturnalSpodoptera exemptahas them
(127). Second, throughout one entire diurnal butterfly family Nymphalidae, the
red receptor appears to have been lost, perhaps several times. The only significant
change in behavioral ecology in these species is that many of the adults display a
preference for tree sap, rotting fruit, and dung (e.g.Asterocampa celtis, Siproeta
steneles,andNymphalis antiopa) over flower nectar. Even this trait, however, is
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not tightly correlated with a lack of a red receptor, asPolygonia interrogationis,
which has a red receptor, shares this unusual feeding preference. Nevertheless, it
would be interesting to survey other butterfly species with shifts in adult feeding
preferences within a finer-scale phylogenetic framework to see if this trend holds
up.

Our review of insect photoreceptor tuning, with the exception of one study of
fireflies (45), has found little support for the hypothesis that the environment molds
photoreceptor spectral sensitivity. On the contrary, insects with very different
lifestyles appear to share similar or identical sets of color receptors, for example in
the Hymenoptera. Are these similarities due to an adaptation for an unrecognized
common purpose in all of these species? It is more parsimonious to assume
that they reflect a constraint (molecular, developmental, or population genetic)
that might make it difficult to change spectral sensitivity as easily as a purely
adaptionist scenario might suggest (36). The most common change in the receptor
arsenal of insects seems to be the evolution of red receptors in addition to the
ancestral set of UV, blue, and green receptors. We have not been able to identify
a common selective pressure that might underlie the repeated evolution of red
receptors or their loss. Therefore, we have to take seriously the possibility that
chance evolutionary events play a more important role in sensory ecology than has
previously been recognized.

PHOTORECEPTOR ARRAYS, VISUAL ECOLOGY,
AND DEVELOPMENT CONSTRAINTS

In many insect eyes, color receptors are not uniformly distributed. An interesting
example of how the expression pattern of visual pigments across the eye might be
correlated with visual ecology is provided by the butterfliesLycaena heteroneaand
Lycaena rubidus(16). Both species possess the same set of four photopigments
with λmax = 360, 437, 500, and 568 nm, but the distribution across the retina
differs between species.L. heteroneahas a blue wing color and possesses blue
receptors in its ventral eye, in addition to the three other types. InL. rubidus, the
wings reflect both in the UV and red; in this species, blue receptors are absent in
the ventral eye. Thus, expression of the blue pigment gene in the ventral eye might
be driven by the occurrence of blue sexual signals inL. heteronea. Furthermore,
there is a sexually dimorphic distribution of color receptors in the dorsal eye.
While males of both species are UV-blue dichromats, females have additional red
receptors. This was interpreted as an adaptation to detect the red foliage of the host
plants, which the females use for oviposition. However, these plants are probably
viewed with the ventral eye, which contains red receptors in both sexes of the two
species; hence the adaptive significance of the sexual differences in the dorsal eye
remains uncertain.

In honey bees, eye regions used for color vision (the frontal-ventral eye in
workers) contain several receptor types (106), but there are other regions which
seem specifically adapted for certain tasks and which often contain only reduced
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receptor sets. The dorsal regions of many insects lack green receptors for example.
Honey bee drones have only UV and blue receptors in that region (106), whereas in
the owlfly (63) and several species of flies (144), even the blue receptors are absent.
Some workers suggested that the UV receptor might be optimally suited to detect
the open sky or to detect small objects (such as flying mates) against the bright
sky (105). Whether this interpretation holds must be quantitatively determined by
modeling.

Honey bees use green receptors for several motion-related tasks (95, 106).
Could this be an adaptation by which the motion-perceptual channel is best matched
to the prevailing background of most habitats inhabited by bees—green leaves?
The green receptor is certainly more suited for this task than the other bee recep-
tors, but wavelength tuning could be improved; leaves reflect at longer wavelengths
than those at which most insect (including bee) green receptors absorb (36).

It would be informative to know whether the ancestral ommatidium contained
all three color receptor types, with specialized eye regions and fewer receptor
types arising secondarily, perhaps as adaptations to specific visual tasks. Unfortu-
nately, there are too few studies with enough fine-scale physiological or molecular
mapping of the visual pigments expressed within the ommatidium (see e.g. 92, 93)
to map on a phylogeny of insects and thus to answer this question comparatively.
While there is much evidence of dorsal-ventral differences in receptor distributions
(12, 16), there is no clear picture of how quickly these differences evolve. Com-
parative in situ hybridization or immunohistochemistry data would be extremely
useful.

So far we have considered the hypothesis that observed physiological differ-
ences in different parts of the eye (such as the dorsal-ventral regions of various
insects) may be adaptations for specific visual tasks. Another possibility needs
consideration, namely that regional differences in opsin expression are merely side
effects of “upstream” developmental-patterning processes. Dorsal-ventral pattern-
ing genes, transcription factors that regulate the expression of many downstream
genes, are known for many structures (limbs, eyes, etc). To be able to explore
this possibility, that opsin expression is linked to developmental constraints, more
fine-scale molecular characterization of opsin expression patterns and the develop-
mental mechanisms that regulate those expression patterns is needed. If the devel-
opmental processes that regulate opsin expression are relatively easy to modify
genetically, we might expect that eyes might be more easily modified by natural
selection. If opsin expression is regulated by processes that are not easily modi-
fied, then the observed patterns of opsin expression might be a direct reflection of
such developmental constraints. One potentially fruitful approach to measuring
the amount of developmental plasticity available for creating variant eyes would
be to perform selection experiments onDrosophila melanogaster, along the lines
of those described by Polaczyk et al (128), who selected for flies with differing
numbers of R7 cells.

Drosophila melanogasterhas five retina-specific opsins, Rh1 (122, 171) and
Rh3–6 (40, 78, 115, 171), and one ocellar (simple eye)-specific opsin, Rh2. Rh1
is expressed in the R1–R6 photoreceptor cells in all ommatidia, whereas opsins
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Rh3–6 have a more complex pattern of expression. The R7 cells express either
of two UV opsins, Rh3 or Rh4, in an apparently cell-autonomous way (41). By
contrast, the R8 cell expresses either a blue or a green opsin, Rh5 or Rh6, in a
process that is directly dependent on the opsin-expressing state of the overlying
R7 cell (41). When the Rh3 opsin is expressed in the R7 cell of a particular om-
matidium, the Rh5 opsin is always coexpressed in the R8 cell (40, 123). Similarly,
when the Rh4 opsin is expressed in the R7 cell of an ommatidium, the Rh6 opsin
is always coexpressed in the R8 cell. Removal of R7 cells in mutant flies dis-
rupts Rh5 expression and increases Rh6-expressing cells, whereas removal of R8
cells has no effect on the generation of both Rh3- and Rh4-expressing R7 cells
(41). Phylogenetically, this particular pattern of coordinated expression of opsins
is likely to be a recent event, because Rh3 and Rh4 appear to be the result of a
gene duplication event so far detected only in Diptera (see Figure 6).

MOLECULAR PHYLOGENY OF INSECT
VISUAL PIGMENTS

To understand how visual pigments in insects have been modified over evolution-
ary time, it is informative to evaluate the phylogeny of their opsins. This exercise
has the added advantage of providing us with a semi-independent means of ver-
ifying the common ancestry of various spectral classes of photoreceptors. To
this end, we compared the amino acid sequences of the opsins of 54 species of
arthropods, as well as different opsins found within the same animal species. The
basis of such an analysis is that proteins that are most similar are grouped together,
with the nodes of the tree representing (hypothetical) ancestral opsins (65). What
immediately emerges from this analysis is that insect opsins fall into three major
clades (Figure 6), which confirms the view that UV, blue, and green visual pig-
ments arose early in the evolution of insects. In addition,Drosophila melanogaster
expresses a pair of duplicated blue-green opsin genes (Rh1 and Rh2) that have no
known homologs in other surveyed insects. Moreover, theλmax value (480 nm) of
the Rh1 opsin, which is expressed in the majority of photoreceptor cells (R1–6)
in theDrosophilaretina, is unlike the sensitivity of most photoreceptor classes in
insects (cf the 420-nm ocellar-specific Rh2 opsin). This clade of opsins appears at
the base of the opsin gene family tree and has apparently persisted a long time in
theDrosophilagenome. We have to consider the possibility that some insects that
have not been surveyed may contain a visual pigment with a similar sensitivity.
In this case, we would have to modify our view of the early insect eye as possibly
including a fourth major spectral class, as well as the possibility that it has been
lost many times within insects.

When we consider the pattern of opsin gene duplication in the butterfly genus
Papilio, we find evidence supporting the view developed earlier, that within various
insect orders, red receptors have evolved more than once. There are four long-
wavelength opsins reported forPapilio glaucus(20) that cluster with a long wave-
length moth opsin cloned fromManduca sexta(31). If the observed distribution
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Figure 6 Molecular phylogeny of arthropod opsins based on a parsimony analysis of amino
acid sequences. Nodes with bootstrap values<50% have been collapsed. Seven arthropod
taxa are represented: Chelicerata, Crustacea, Orthoptera, Mantodea, Hymenoptera, Diptera,
and Lepidoptera. Several distinct opsin cDNAs or genes from the same organism have been
isolated (e.g. three fromApis melliferaandManduca sexta, and six each fromDrosophila
melanogasterandPapilio glaucus). Most opsins cluster together into three major clades,
UV, blue, and green. TheD. melanogasterRh1 and Rh 2 opsins form a separate clade that
branches off near a basal clade ofHemigrapsus sanguineusopsins, with similar sensitivity.
Several gene duplications are evident inD. melanogaster, P. glaucus, H. sanguineus, and
Limulus polyphemus. For references on phylogeny, physiology, and sequences, see 20.
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of red receptors was not caused by independently evolved red-sensitive visual
pigments (from ancestral green-sensitive visual pigments), then we would expect
some of these opsins, which have been recently localized to red- or green-sensitive
photoreceptor cells in the butterfly retina (see 85), to be more closely related to
some of the hymenopteran opsin sequences under the alternative hypothesis that
red-sensitive visual pigments had a single origin early in the evolution of insects.
The data, so far, suggest independent origins.

On a finer scale, one way of directly testing this would be to isolate opsins
from taxa apparently not bearing a red receptor (such as within specific nymphalid
butterflies), as well as from moth taxa bearing apparently independently evolved
red receptors, and analyze the pattern of gene duplication in relation to other
known insect opsins. We would expect to see a pattern of gene loss near the
base of the nymphalid family, followed by a pair of duplications within some
nymphalid lineages, as well as an independent duplication in the moth taxa bearing
red receptors (such asSpodoptera). We expect that future molecular surveys will
be extremely useful in narrowing the timeframe within which novel visual pigment
sensitivities evolve.

EVIDENCE FOR VARIANCE BETWEEN INDIVIDUALS
OF THE SAME SPECIES

Individual variation is the substrate for evolution. It provides populations with the
genetic resources to respond to changing environments and colonize new habitats.
Lack of such variation in populations does not mean that the traits are not adaptive,
however. A trait that is strongly selected for is likely to sweep through the pop-
ulation and replace other variants. As scientists sampling static population data,
snapshots in time and space, we may not be in the right place at the right time
to witness such selective sweeps in action. But studying such processes is impor-
tant because they offer us the opportunity to study the conditions under which a
trait may be adaptive. One phenotype may be favored in one photic environment
while another phenotype is favored in another. Many physiologists, however, treat
phenotypic variation as noise, which needs to be eliminated by averaging large
numbers of experimental data points from different animals. This practice is some-
times legitimate. Physiological data are often so noisy that extracting information
is not possible without some averaging. Strong deviations from expectation can
indicate less-than-ideal experimental conditions. However, much valuable infor-
mation on the phenotypic variation in natural populations may have been lost
through such averaging!

Is it possible that the reason for much of the conservatism in arthropod color
receptors is that there is no variation between individuals in the same species, or
has such variation gone unnoticed through the (largely unavoidable) practice of
averaging physiological measurements? Many scientists have worked on the color
receptors of honey bees, for instance, and their results have differed both within
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and between studies. Much of the debate about these differences has focused on
the possible contributions of artifacts or the differences between measurements
by different electrophysiological methods (109). Certainly, both of these can add
noise to the measurements, but, unfortunately, the possibility that interindividual
variance may also contribute has not been considered. Notably, honey bee opsins
have been cloned in recent years (10, 29, 152), and allelic variation has been re-
ported (152). However, no functional studies exist demonstrating that these alleles
have any effect on honey bee spectral sensitivities.

In some vertebrates, by contrast, such variation exists and has been well stud-
ied, for example in guppies (3) and primates (47, 142). To our knowledge, only
one other published study on insects (besides 152) reports intraspecific variation
between opsin sequences. Ayala et al (8) sampled five Rh3 alleles from each of four
species in theD. melanogastersubgroup and three alleles fromD. pseudoobscura.
Only one of the five surveyed species contained a single amino acid polymorphism.
In the butterflyPapilio glaucus, intraspecific amino acid variation has also been
observed (A Briscoe, personal observation). Again, we cannot be sure whether
any of these naturally occurring variants differs in its spectral sensitivities. Clearly,
we need more data and a combination of approaches, molecular and physiological,
to test the physiological consequences of visual pigment allelic variation.

Humans provide us with a further example of population-level differences in
visual pigment allelic variation. A single amino acid polymorphism at position
180 in the red opsin protein exists in humans, which produces a red receptor
maximally absorbing at 557 nm. Among Caucasians, 62% have serine at this
position, whereas 38% have alanine, which produces a red receptor maximally
sensitive at 552 nm. Males, who carry only one copy of this gene because it is
located on the X chromosome and who have Ser at residue 180, have a higher
sensitivity to red light (47). In African Americans, the percentage of individuals
carrying the serine-180 allele is 80%, whereas the frequency of the alanine-180
allele is 20%. In Japanese, the percentages are 84% and 16%, respectively (47). Are
these population differences likely to be adaptive? We prefer the hypothesis that
these differences are caused by genetic drift. Similarly, Ayala et al (8) concluded
that the single-amino acid polymorphism they detected inDrosophilaspp. was
evolving by selectively neutral processes.

Another example from human color vision provides us a more clearly non-
adaptive pattern of variation. On the tiny Pacific island of Pingelap, a part of the
Federated States of Micronesia,∼1 in 20 of the 3000 Pingelapese is totally color-
blind; the eyes in these individuals have only rods. This is the result of a bottle-
neck that occurred after a typhoon hit the island in 1775, when the population
then of almost 1000 was reduced to only 20 survivors, one of whom was the king.
After several generations, the population returned to its pretyphoon level (133).
Unfortunately, the king was carrier of the gene responsible for color blindness, so
that today one-third of the population carries the recessive gene that is responsible
for this defect, and∼5% of the population is phenotypically color blind (150). In
worldwide populations the frequency of this defect is∼1 in 50,000. The cause of
this form of colorblindness has recently been identified as a mutation in a subunit of
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a photoreceptor-specific ion channel (150). It is, of course, possible that adaptive
between-population differences in visual systems do exist. In stickleback fish, for
instance, McDonald & Hawryshyn (103) were able to correlate interpopulation
differences with the light environment. We merely wish to caution that not all dif-
ferences between populations may be adaptive. Random evolutionary processes
may also explain some of the differences between species, but studies to explore
this possibility in insects are few.

Often, although the performance of one phenotype may be found to be better
than another at a given task executed in the lab, this may not have any impact on the
fitness of the individual. To return to the human red receptor polymorphism above,
would we expect that an individual with a red receptor with aλmaxof 557 nm will
have more surviving offspring than someone with a red receptor withλmax of 552
nm, even if it turns out that the person with the 557-nmλmax is slightly better at
detecting red fruit? Probably not. Even the color-blind Pingelapese are able to
detect and identify ripe fruits (133). Humans may be underconstrained in evolu-
tionary terms, but we do not know how limiting the visuo-ecological conditions
are for most other species either. They remain to be determined empirically. If
the color vision systems of animals are not sitting on narrow adaptive peaks, or
if multiple sensory channels can be used because of redundancy of information,
even strong deviations from the wild-type phentoype may not be selected against.

Trichromatic marmosets perform better at detecting orange fruit against a dap-
pled foliage background than their dichromatic conspecifics (27). If trichromacy
were completely favored over dichromacy by natural selection, we might expect
that the single locus encoding the marmoset red and green receptors would dupli-
cate, and all members of the population would be trichromats. Instead, a single
locus with several alleles and a large fraction of the population (males and ho-
mozygous females) persist as dichromats not only in marmosets but in related
species of New World monkeys. Whether this occurs because of an unrecognized
advantage of dichromats over trichromats at a task not related to frugivory remains
to be tested. Without additional data on other visual tasks essential for survival
and reproduction, we also have to consider the possibility that the advantage of
trichromats at detecting fruit is so small under natural conditions that it is irrel-
evant to fitness. The “take-home” message is that, in addition to measuring the
performance of visual systems in relation to specific tasks, we need fitness tests
under natural conditions.

COLOR CODING BEYOND THE RECEPTOR LEVEL

Menzel (105) suggested that color vision evolved from wavelength-selective be-
havior, a more primitive form of processing input from different spectral-receptor
types. Wavelength-selective behavior occurs when specific behavioral responses
are triggered by specific configurations of signals from the photoreceptors (65);
for example, sea anemones retract their tentacles when exposed to UV light but
bend them towards visible light (105). This behavior has no plasticity; it cannot be
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altered by learning. In such cases, it is therefore parsimonious to assume that the
motor circuits are connected to rather unprocessed output from the visual periphery
in a hard-wired fashion. Color vision, conversely, allows animals to process stim-
ulus intensity and chromaticity independently. This ability has been demonstrated
in most insects tested so far, i.e. numerous species of Hymenoptera (35, 87, 106),
Diptera (59, 153), and Lepidoptera (157). Color vision and numerous types of
wavelength-specific behavior exist side by side in bees and other insects (65, 105).
It is likely that wavelength-specific behavior indeed predated the evolution of color
vision, because numerous invertebrates without elaborate vision have more than a
single visual pigment, and they respond differently to different wavelengths (105).
But can Menzel’s hypothesis be tested by phylogenetic methods? Do arthropods
retain some of the neural machinery in conjunction with visual pigments from their
wormlike ancestors? What changes did this circuitry undergo as animals evolved
complex eyes and color vision, and possibly adapted to different visual ecological
niches?

Unfortunately, our understanding of neuronal processing of the information
provided by insect color receptors is limited to fewer species than our understanding
of the receptors themselves. Physiological data about color-coding neurons are
very hard to get, and even if we have the data, they tell us very little about how
(and if ) these neurons are actually used in color vision. We present information
on color coding only when comparisons between species allow the deduction of
evolutionary implications, that is, when data from several species are available.

The basic architecture of the optic lobes in malacostracan crustaceans and
insects is extremely similar and was likely present in a common ancestor (121).
The visual information is passed from the receptor level to three successive ganglia,
called lamina, medulla, and lobula. Of the 8 or 9 photoreceptors present in each
ommatidium, 6 or 7 terminate in the lamina (short visual fibers), whereas 1–3
project to the lobula (long visual fibers) (120). Based on comparisons between
fruit flies, honey bees, locusts, and crayfish, Osorio & Bacon concluded that the
ancestralbauplanof these animals involved long-wavelength sensitivity (blue-
green) in the short visual fibers and at least one long visual fiber with UV sensitivity.
There are variations on this theme, however: In dragonflies, for example, the long
visual fibers respond to either green or violet light, but the UV receptors project
only into the lamina (104).

Across insect orders, one function of short visual fibers with long-wave (green)
sensitivity is the input to motion perception, for example in flies (69, 81), locusts
(119), and bees (95). In flies, color vision is apparently mediated entirely by long
visual fibers with sensitivities in the UV, blue, and green wavelengths (59, 153),
so the two pathways (color and motion vision) are entirely separate even on the
receptor level. But in other insects, such as bees, long-wave (green) receptors
apparently serve both motion vision and color vision. Here, both the long and
short visual fibers contribute to color vision (106).

The internal wiring of the lamina, as well as lamina-medulla connections,
is highly conserved across insects from different orders and even across many
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crustaceans (120). Small interspecific differences in neuronal circuitry do exist,
however. Their relationship to visual ecology has been demonstrated (94, 118)
but not in relation to color vision. One widespread type of identified neurons
that appears to be central in color vision is the large monopolar cells, which relay
the information from the photoreceptor cells to the medulla. Some of these cells
appear to simply amplify the unprocessed signals from particular photoreceptors
(50), while others sum inputs from two or three spectral receptor types, possibly
to form the initial stage of a brightness-coding system (106).

One essential prerequisite for color vision is the presence of color opponent
coding, by means of neurons that compare signals from different color receptor
types. Unfortunately, there are too few studies of such neurons to reveal any evo-
lutionary patterns. Tonic color opponent neurons with antagonistic inputs from
visible and UV light have been found in the medulla in bees (82) and locusts
(119). In butterflies, various types of color-opponent neurons have been identified
in the protocerebrum (151). This reveals only that there is similarity in insect visual
systems, as well as plasticity—not more. Unfortunately, we also lack clear hy-
potheses about how color coding should differ between species living in different
visual conditions.

Behavioral studies on color coding also reveal much less information than one
would hope for. In all nine species of trichromatic Hymenoptera so far tested,
color discrimination data can be best explained when one assumes that color is
coded by using two-color opponent mechanisms (9, 35). In all of these species,
the assumption of a brightness dimension either does not improve, or it actu-
ally worsened, the precision with which color discrimination could be predicted
(35). This indicates a common (and ancestral) strategy of color-coding in these
species. Unfortunately, these studies were not designed to identify the precise
nature of the underlying color-coding mechanisms. When statistics are applied
rigorously, it is impossible to distinguish between numerous possible combina-
tions of color opponent mechanisms, and thus it is also impossible to distinguish
between species (35). New behavioral studies along the lines pursued in primate
color vision (86) are necessary. Optimality considerations, however, predict that
the quality of discrimination of natural objects is rather insensitive to the precise
nature of opponent coding (with bee receptors at the input level), so long as the
mechanisms are orthogonal (33).

Flies of the genusLucilia appear to differ from bees in terms of color cod-
ing. While color discrimination in bees improves smoothly with increasing color
difference between two stimuli (11), these flies lump colors in three broad cat-
egories each about 100 nm wide, and they treat all colors as either “same” or
“different” to a training stimulus, depending on whether they fall inside the
same category (153). Whether this type of color coding constitutes a partic-
ular adaptation inLucilia spp. or it extends to all flies remains to be shown.
Again, such differences between orders show that there is some plasticity in in-
sect color coding, but we cannot conclude whether these differences are related to
lifestyle.
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A BIOGEOGRAPHICAL APPROACH TO STUDYING
EVOLUTION OF VISION-RELATED TRAITS

Comparisons between orders may be too coarse grained to reveal the extent to
which insect color coding may be modified by ecological requirements. To iden-
tify a visual trait that might reveal a pattern of adaptation to the visual environment,
we evaluated the innate floral color preferences of different bumble bee species and
populations of the same species (38). We hypothesized that evolutionary changes
of such preferences require only changes in the relative synaptic efficiency between
neurons that code information from the color receptors. Color preferences might
respond more strongly to the profitability of local flowers than theλmax values of
the receptors.

The color preferences of na¨ıve honey bees and the amounts of nectar of-
fered by flowers with different colors exhibited a good correlation in a nature
reserve near Berlin, Germany (61). Honey bees most strongly preferred violet (bee
UV-blue) and blue (bee blue) colors, which were associated with high nectar re-
wards. This pattern may not be unique to Germany; a similar association of flower
color with reward was found in Israel (108). But a correlation, however strong,
never proves causality. To show that color preferences respond evolutionarily to
floral offerings, a comparison of closely related bee species (or populations of the
same species) that live in habitats in which the associations of floral colors with
rewards are different must be made.

Seven species of bumble bees from three subgenera were tested: four from
central Europe (Bombus terrestris terrestris, B. lucorum, B. pratorum, and B.
lapidarius), two from Asia (B. ignitusand B. hypocrita), and one from North
America (B. occidentalis). All species showed a strong preference for shades
in the violet-blue range. This preference may represent the ancestral state of
these species (38). Besides this, however,B. occidentalisexhibited the strongest
preference for red of all mainland bumble bee populations examined, a result
which is interesting because this species forages heavily from western American
hummingbird flowers (39). Because this preference is not shared with the other
species, it might be an adaptation that is unique toB. occidentalis.

In B. terrestris, several populations were tested:B. terrestris terrestrisfrom
Holland, B. terrestris terrestrisfrom Germany,B. terrestris dalmatinusfrom
Israel,B. terrestris dalmatinusfrom Rhodes;B. terrestris sassaricusfrom Sardinia,
B. terrestris xanthopusfrom Corsica, andB. terrestris canariensisfrom the Canary
Islands. Because island populations are often small, the effects of genetic drift are
more likely to manifest themselves than in large mainland populations (2). Some
island populations ofB. terrestrisare distinct in coat color and on the molecu-
lar genetic level from each other and from the mainland population. By contrast,
the entire mainland population, which stretches all through central, southern, and
eastern Europe, appears to be genetically more homogeneous (162).

Correspondingly, no strong differences in color preferences were found bet-
ween the mainlandB. terrestrispopulations. All showed the same type of strong
preference for violet-blue shades as the other species described above. Remarkably,
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some island populations show an additional red preference (Figure 7). In
B. t. sassaricus, this preference is stronger than that for blue colors in some
colonies, and it is highly significant in all colonies. InB. t. canariensis, four of
five colonies showed a high preference of red over yellow and orange. The adap-
tive significance of such red preference is not easy to understand. Some species
of red, UV-absorbing, and pollen-rich flowers exist in the Mediterranean basin,
particularly the eastern part, with the highest concentration in Israel (46). In Is-
rael, however, bumble bees do not show red preference, and these flowers appear
to be predominantly visited by beetles (46). Some red blooming species exist in
Sardinia too but in low numbers, and their value for bumble bees is unclear. The
Canary Islands harbor several orange-red flower species (155). These are probably
relics of a Tertiary flora, and some seem strongly adapted to bird pollination. They
do not appear to be utilized by bees (155). Thus, we are left with the observation
that flower color preferences are clearly variable withinB. terrestrisbut cannot
be easily correlated with differences in local flower colors. The possibility that
genetic drift has produced the color preferences in some island populations thus
deserves consideration. To explore this possibility further, it will be necessary to
sample the local floral market in more detail and to test whether red preference
might simply evolve in some island populations because it is not selected against.
A useful approach will be to exploit between-colony differences in preferences, to
measure their actual impact on foraging performance and fitness.

Finally, the observed patterns of floral color preferences within bumble bees
suggest that the receptor level might be worth looking at again. Could it be that
some species of bumble bees (such asB. occidentalis) or some island populations
of B. terrestrishave red receptors (or are polymorphic for red alleles)? Clearly, the
observation of red preference itself cannot be taken as evidence for the existence
of red receptors (39). But red flowers do take substantially longer to detect than
those of other colors for bees without red receptors (38), so that the evolution of
red receptors might be favored in species whose range overlaps with that of red
flowers. Assuming that physiological work might indeed reveal the existence of
red receptors in bumble bees with red preference, there might be two evolutionary
paths toward such receptors in bees. In large populations, red receptors might only
become fixed in case of a strong selective advantage, such as in bees that already
exploit red hummingbird flowers. Conversely, if the fitness advantage conferred
by red receptors is comparatively small, new mutants that carry such receptors
might be eliminated by genetic drift with very high probability. In case of such
a minor adaptive advantage, red receptors might spread through only relatively
small populations, such as those on islands.

CONCLUSION

Several decades of searching for evolutionary adaptations in insect color vision
have borne relatively little fruit. Rather, we find a bewildering pattern of ecologi-
cally unexplained differences in the ways different insects see color and, in other
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cases, similarities where ecology would predict difference. This might mean that
we have not yet identified the important selective pressures. Before we try new
adaptive explanations, we wish to issue a warning: Given too many hypotheses
and the fact that most insects have multiple photoreceptors, there is a high danger
of finding a correlation between physiology and at least one hypothesis, just by
chance. It will also be fairly easy to fall into the trap of interpreting any mismatch
as a tradeoff between two (or more) different visual demands. There is no easy
way around these problems, except to use rigorous evolutionary analyses and to
consider alternatives to adaptation.

If we find similarities in sensory systems between different species despite
predicted differences, the conclusion is not necessarily that we need different
predictions. Instead, the most parsimonious conclusion is that the respective an-
imals have the sensory systems they do because they have inherited them from
a common ancestor and that constraints have kept them from optimally adapt-
ing to their environment. Such constraints might be molecular, so that chang-
ing spectral sensitivity in insects might require an improbable sequence of mu-
tation events. There could also be inertia related to population genetics. The
probability of a new mutation spreading through a population is proportional to
its adaptive value and inversely proportional to population size. If an adaptive
change must be based on several small evolutionary steps each of which is se-
lectively neutral, then a new mutation which might confer such a small step is
likely to be lost by genetic drift. Adaptation, then, is not an inevitable process
that follows naturally from any type of selective pressure, however marginal its
strength.

One problem in visual ecology is that we do not know the adaptive value of any
sensory trait. Physiologists have largely treated theoretical optimality arguments
as identical to adaptive value, rather than measuring adaptiveness directly by fitness
tests. The shapes of the adaptive peaks of insect color vision systems are unknown,
and thus it is hard to predict the strength of selection or the influence of genetic
drift. To test this possibility directly, it will be necessary to measure heritable
variation between individuals of the same species and to exploit this variation for
fitness tests under natural conditions. We urge readers to take on such studies to
understand the diversity of color vision systems (and other sensory and behavioral
abilities) used by insects and other animals.
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TABLE 1 Insect spectral sensitivity data—values of maximum sensitivity of each receptor cella

Taxon λmax values Methodsb Reference(s)  

ODONATA
Sympetrum rubicundulum 340, 410, 490, IntCell 104

540, 620
Hemicordulia tau 330, 410, 460, IntCell 166

525, 630
Aeschna cyanea 356, 420, 519 IntCell 7
A. tuberculifolia 358, 501 IntCell 30
Libellula needhami 430, 519 IntCell 74
Anax junius 354, 442, 503 IntCell 30

DICTYOPTERA
Periplaneta americana 365, 505 IntCell, ERG 116, 124

ORTHOPTERA
Gryllus bimaculatus 332, 445, 515 IntCell 170
G. campestris 340, 439, 520 IntCell 170
Locusta migratoria 360, 430, 530 IntCell 154

HEMIPTERA
Notonecta undulata 375, 475, 520 ERG 11
N. isulata 375, 475, 520 ERG 11
N. glauca 350, 420, 567 IntCell 24
N. irrogata 375, 475, 520 ERG 11

NEUROPTERA
Ascalaphus macaronius 350, 530 ERG, IntCell 63, 124

COLEOPTERA
Coccinella septempunctata 360  380,  510  530 ERG 97
Carabus nemoralis 348, 430, 500, 620 ERG 71
C. auratus 348, 430, 500, 620 ERG 71
Photinus pyralis P545 MSP 45
P. scintillans P557 MSP 45
Photuris lucicrescens 350, 440, 550 ERG 91
Ph. versicolor P545 MSP 45

HYMENOPTERA
Melipona quadrifasciata 356, 428, 520 IntCell 126

[349, 426, 525]
M. marginata 340, 450, 540 IntCell 126
Schwarziana sp. 343, 440, 528 IntCell 126

[348, 453, 523]
Lestrimelitta limao 536 IntCell 126
Partamona helleri 347, 444, 521 IntCell 37
Trigona spinipes 340, 440, 536 IntCell 126

[349, 445, 533]
Bombus affinis 525 SpecPupil 17
B. terrestris 328, 428, 536 IntCell 126

[336, 428, 529]

––

 Continued )      )

c
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B. lapidarius 332, 432, 544 IntCell 126
[341, 445, 540]

B. hypnorum 524 IntCell 126
B. monticola 336, 440, 544 IntCell 126

[346, 445, 535]
B. jonellus 336, 432, 544 IntCell 126

[341, 445, 542]
B. impatiens 352, 450 SpecPupil 17
B. morio 352, 428, 548 IntCell 126

[349, 445, 539]
B. distinguendis 350, 440, 540 ERG 38
B. fervidus 350, 450 SpecPupil 17
B. hortorum 353, 436, 544 IntCell 111
Apis mellifera, f 344, 436, 544 IntCell 126

[346, 430, 540]
A. mellifera, m 328, 436, 532 IntCell 126

[346, 445, 529]
Melecta punctata 336, 428, 540 IntCell 126
Anthophora acervorum 348, 428, 528 IntCell 126

[348, 445, 524]
Proxylocopa sp. 312, 424, 532 IntCell 126

[338, 445, 524]
Xylocopa brasilianorum 360, 428, 544 IntCell 126

[362, 445, 538]
Nomada albogutata 428, 512 IntCell 126
Osmia rufa 344, 432, 560 IntCell 126

[354, 445, 553]
Anthidium manicatum 324, 440, 532 IntCell 126

[356, 445, 531]
Chelostoma florisomne 324, 548 IntCell 126
Oxaea flavescens 370, 435, 536 IntCell 126
Callonychium petuniae 360, 404, 536, 600 IntCell 126

[356, 445, 531, 593]
Andrena florea 340, 412, 536 IntCell 126

[348, 445, 529]
Lasioglossum malachurum 442, 528 IntCell 126
L. albipes 516 IntCell 126
Colletes fulgidus 340, 532 IntCell 126
Cerceris rybynensis, f 436, 516 IntCell 126
C. rybynensis, m 528 IntCell 126
Philanthus triangulum 344, 444, 524 IntCell 126

[352, 445, 529]


TABLE 1

Taxon λmax values Methodsb
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Formica polyctena 360, 510 ERG 107
Cataglyphis bicolor 350, 510 ERG 117, 124
Myrmecia gulosa 412, 540 IntCell 96
Paravespula germanica 336, 432, 544 IntCell 126

[347, 445, 534]
P. vulgaris 336, 432, 536 IntCell 126

[346, 445, 531]
Dolichovespula norwegica 448, 524 IntCell 126
Vespa crabro, f 336, 436, 536 IntCell 126

[346, 445, 529]
V. crabro, m 542 IntCell 126
Polistes dominulus 352, 452, 528 IntCell 126

[358, 457, 527]
Ichenumon stramentrius 524 IntCell 126
Ichneumon sp. 524 IntCell 126
Urocerus gigas 542 IntCell 126
Xiphydria camelus 556, 604 IntCell 126
Tenthredo scrophulariae 532, 592
Tenthredo campestris 328, 464, 540, 596 IntCell 126

[337, 458, 537, 602]

MECOPTERA
Panorpa cognata 540 ERG 25

DIPTERA
Calliphora erythrocephala 350, 490 IntCell, ERG 124
C. vicinia 344, 344, 490, SpecPupil 18
Dimecoenia spinosa 480 SpecPupil 18
Toxomerus marginatus 450 SpecPupil 18
Allograpta obliqua 460 SpecPupil 18
Drosophila  melano gaster 345, 370, 440, 480, SpecPupil, MSP 18, 135

520
Cyrtodiopsis dalmanni 360, 450, 490 ERG 25
Bibio marci 520 ERG 25
Bibio sp. 340 ERG 83
Phaenicia sericata 480 IntCell 102
Musca domestica 335, 430, 460, 490, IntCell 69

520
Eristalis tenax 350, 450, 520 IntCell 77
Eeristalis arbustorum 450 SpecPupil 18
Syrphus sp. 440 SpecPupil 18
Chlorops sp. 480 SpecPupil 18
Haemotopata sp. 530 ERG 83


TABLE 1

Taxon λmax values Methodsb
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LEPIDOPTERA

Papilionidae
Papilio aegeus 390, 450, 540, 610 IntCell 101
P. xuthus 360, 390, 460, 520, ERG, IntCell 4, 54

600
P. protenor 420, 460, 520, ERG 54
P. bianor 420, 460, 520, 580 ERG 54
P. machaon 380, 460, 520, 580, ERG 54
P. maackii 380, 460, 520, 580 ERG 54
Atrophaneura alcinous 420, 460, 520, 600 ERG 54
Graphium sarpedon 380, 460, 560, 600 ERG 54

Pieridae
Colias erate 400, 520, 560 ERG 54
Gonepteryx aspasia 380, 460, 560, 620 ERG 54
Eurema mexicana Red receptor SpecPupil 13
Eurema nicippe Red receptor SpecPupil 13
Phoebis senna Red receptor SpecPupil 13
Pieris rapae 340, 450, 540, 600 IntCell 13, 80
P. brassicae 360, 450–460, 560, IntCell, ERG 124, 146

620
P. melete 400, 480, 540, 600 ERG 54

Nymphalidae
Heliconius erato 370, 470, 570 ERG 148
H. numata 390, 460, 540 ERG 147
H. sara 370, 470, 550 ERG 148
Fabriciana adippe 380, 460, 520, 580 ERG 54
Argyronome ruslana 380, 440, 560, 620 ERG 54
Danaus gilippus P360, P470, P550 MSP G Bernard, personal

communication
Asterocampa celtis No red receptor SpecPupil 13
Adelpha bredowii No red receptor SpecPupil 13
Anartia fatima Red receptor SpecPupil 13
A. amathea Red receptor SpecPupil 13
Siproeta steneles No red receptor SpecPupil 13
Vanessa cardui P530 MSP 13
Polygonia c-album 380, 520, 560, 620 ERG 54
P. interrogationis Red receptor SpecPupil 13
Inachis io No red receptor SpecPupil G Bernard, personal

communication
Aglais urticae 380, 460, 530 ERG 146
Nymphalis vau-album No red receptor SpecPupil 13
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N. antiopa No red receptor SpecPupil 13
N. xanthomelas 380, 460, 500, 560 ERG 54
Minois dryas 380, 460, 520 ERG 54
Neope goschkevitschii 380, 460, 520 ERG 54
Pararge aegaria 360, 460, 530 IntCell, ERG 124
Euptychia cymela No red receptor SpecPupil 13

Riodinidae
Apodemia mormo 340, 450, 505, 600 SpecPupil, MSP G Bernard, personal

communication

Lycaenidae
Celastrina argiolus 380, 440, 560 ERG 54
Pseudozizeeria maho 400, 520, 580 ERG 54
Lycaena rubidus P360, P437, MSP 16

P500, P568
L. heteronea P360, P437, MSP 16

P500, P568
L. dorcas P360, P437, MSP 16

P500, P568
L.nivalis P360, P437, MSP 16

P500, P575
L. phlaeas 400, 540, 600 ERG 54
Everes comyntas Red receptor SpecPupil 13

Hesperiidae
Ochlodes venata 380, 460, 520 ERG 54
Parnara guttata 380, 460, 520 ERG 54

Pyralidae
Amelois transitella 350, 430, 530 SpecPupil, ERG 15, 54
Galleria mellonella P510 MSP 64

Sphingidae
Deilephila elpenor P345, P440, P520 MSP 67, 72, 136, 139
Manduca sexta P345, P440, MSP,ERG 93, 160

P520–530
Marumba spershius 460, 540, 600 ERG 54
Ampelophaga rubiginosa 460, 540, 580 ERG 54
Callambulyx tatarinovii 380, 460, 540, 580 ERG 54
Macroglossum stellatarum 348, 430, 500 ERG 71

Bombycidae
Bombyx mori 350, 450, 530 IntCell, larval 80
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Noctuidae
Spodoptera exempta 355, 465, 515, 560 MSP, ERG 92
Mamestra brassicae 360, 460, 540, 580 IntCell, larval 80
Anadevidia peponis 420, 460, 500 ERG 54

Saturniidae
Actias artemis aliena 380, 460, 540, 580 ERG 54
Samia cynthia ricini 380, 400, 480, ERG 54

520, 540
Antherea polyphemus P360, P450, P525 MSP 93

Hepialidae
Phassus excrescens 380, 460, 520, 580 ERG 54

Epicopeiidae
Epicopeia hainesii 380, 420, 500 ERG 54

Geometridae
Arichanna gaschkevitchii 360, 500, 540 ERG 54

aPeitsch et al (126) used the absolute maxima of the measurements as their λmax values. Since, however, these measurements
are noisy, a better estimate of a receptor’s true wavelength value of maximum sensitivity can be obtained by fitting a pigment
template to the actual measurement curve. In this way, all measurement values contribute to the determination of the λmax.
We created templates by the method of Stavenga et al (145) for all λmax values from 320 to 630 nm (in 1-nm steps), and
we calculated the sum of all squared deviations of all of these templates from each actual measurement over the range of
300–700 nm. This procedure could be applied only to those species for which a figure was available in reference 126.
We determined the λmax value for each measured curve by using the λmax of the template with the lowest sum of squared
deviations (least-square-fit method). The results are shown in brackets below the values given by Peitsch et al (126).
bIntCell, intracellular recordings; SpecPupil, intracellular optical recordings; ERG, electroretinograms; MSP, microspec-
trophotometry.
cP denotes a visual pigment absorption spectrum maximum; all other entries are photoreceptor cell spectral sensitivities.
dRed receptor, λmax > 565 nm; no red receptor, λmax < 565 nm.

NOTE: Red receptors recorded by ERG may not be due to the presence of a red-sensitive visual pigment; they may
be due to screening pigments, selective shielding by overlying short wavelength visual pigments, or coexpressed photo-     

pigments.
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